
With CP’s network through Iowa and KCS’ connection in Kansas City, customers would benefit   
from improved flows between Canada and the U.S. Upper Midwest with Mexico, Texas and Louisiana.

We would also create additional capacity for growth in Chicago while unlocking positive 
environmental benefits through reduced emissions in the city.

By contrast, Canadian National Railway’s proposed KCS combination fails to create these benefits     
and instead is expected to result in increased traffic and congestion for Chicagoland.
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A CP+KCS COMBINATION WOULD PROVIDE BOTH THE FLEXIBILITY TO BYPASS CHICAGO 
AND THE ABILITY TO IMPROVE OPERATIONS IN THE CITY, WHICH WOULD CREATE AN 
ENORMOUS BENEFIT TO CP AND KCS CUSTOMERS.

CP+KCS
THE BETTER OPTION
FOR CHICAGO



CP and KCS' combination would bring together the 
two smallest Class 1s to create a new network that 
reaches every North American coast and connects the 
U.S., Canada and Mexico.
We would offer unrivaled reach and premier port access. 
Our new single-line hauls, and our safe, efficient and 
expansive network would offer economic growth, 
increased competition and promote a shift from truck 
to rail for long-hauls.
Connecting communities far and wide, our combination 
would foster growth and economic opportunity across 
all North America.

IMPROVED SERVICE & CONNECTIVITY

A true USMCA railroad, our combined network would 
offer seamless service throughout the U.S., Canada 
and Mexico, spurring greater competition and offering 
new options and services for shippers.
Together, we would provide:
•   Direct connections to new markets and premier 
     ports on all coasts.
•   The only East-West railroad that runs between the  
     U.S. Northeast and Atlantic Canada with Texas and 
     Mexico, and also to the U.S. Upper Midwest from      
     Mexico, Texas and Louisiana.
•   New Intermodal service between Dallas, East Texas 
     and Chicago.

NEW BENEFITS FOR SHIPPERS

CP’S CHICAGO FACILITIES
Strategically located northwest of downtown 
Chicago, CP's intermodal facilities at Bensenville 
and Schiller Park near O’Hare Airport provide 
direct access to Chicago, northern Illinois, 
southern Wisconsin and eastern Iowa.

Three major highways surrounding the intermodal 
yards help move cargo to its destination faster, 
while keeping it out of downtown Chicago.
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CP'S CHICAGO ADVANTAGE
• CP has the best intermodal rail access to the 
   southern Wisconsin market, including Milwaukee,    
   Madison, Janesville and Beloit, for shipments from Asia

• Direct highway access off interstates 90, 294 and 88,    
   provides you with a distinct advantage for moving cargo

• More efficient supply chain for shippers in the     
  Chicagoland and Wisconsin markets

• The reopening of Schiller Park accommodates growth  
   in the U.S. Midwest ensuring we have capacity and  
  room to grow with you

• CP’s intermodal facilities are strategically located   
   northwest of downtown Chicago near O’Hare Airport

• Move containers from Asia to Chicago in less          
  than 16 days

• Increased capacity and consistently low on-dock dwell   
  times at the Port of Vancouver

• Access to key Northern European, Mediterranean      
  and Middle Eastern markets with our Chicago to   
  Montreal service

• Our route is 200 miles shorter from the Port of   
   Vancouver to Chicago than our competitors' so we    
   can transport goods faster



CN INCREASES CONGESTION
Chicago is already the nation’s busiest rail hub and 
one of the most active intermodal hubs worldwide.

A CN+KCS combination could result in EVEN MORE 
traffic and congestion.

A combination between Canadian National and KCS 
would increase rail traffic through Chicago, further 
impacting what is already one of the most congested 
rail networks in the U.S.

What a CN+KCS combination could mean for 
Chicagoland:
• Increased traffic routing through and around Chicago,    
   including over the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern (EJ&E)  
  Railway corridor in suburban Chicago
• Increased delays and reduced on-time performance  
  for Amtrak’s Illini and Saluki service, which already  
  suffer from major delays caused by CN
• Increased delays for Metra
• Increased wait times for motorists at crossings
• Increased noise for residents who live near the tracks
• Increased environmental impacts on local communities

What a CN+KCS combination could mean for shippers:
• Reduced competition due to a decline in independent  
  routing options from four to three
• Lost competition on traffic flows between Chicago  
  and New Orleans and other Gulf routes
• Inferior safety and accident performance relative to  
  Canadian Pacific’s 15-year ranking as North America's  
  safest Class 1 railroad based on Federal Railroad  
  Administration-reportable train accident frequency
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CHICAGOLAND’S CN PROBLEM

CP’S SOLUTION
We have long been an advocate for the industry routing traffic over alternative gateways      
that keep it out of Chicagoland. A CP-KCS combination is consistent with that principle;           
a CN-KCS combination is decidedly not.

Right now, the Surface Transportation Board (“STB”) is considering a voting trust for CN.      
That means the real opportunity to have an effect in the STB proceeding is now, as the      
board considers the voting trust issue.



FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS AND INFORMATION 

This document includes certain forward-looking statements and forward looking information (collectively, FLI). FLI is 
typically identified by words such as “anticipate”, “expect”, “project”, “estimate”, “forecast”, “plan”, “intend”, “target”, 
“believe”, “likely” and similar words suggesting future outcomes or statements regarding an outlook. All statements 
other than statements of historical fact may be FLI.  
 
Although we believe that the FLI is reasonable based on the information available today and processes used to prepare 
it, such statements are not guarantees of future performance and you are cautioned against placing undue reliance on 
FLI. By its nature, FLI involves a variety of assumptions, which are based upon factors that may be difficult to predict 
and that may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties and other factors which may cause actual results, 
levels of activity and achievements to differ materially from those expressed or implied by these FLI, including, but not 
limited to, the following: changes in business strategies and strategic opportunities; estimated future dividends; 
financial strength and flexibility; debt and equity market conditions, including the ability to access capital markets on 
favourable terms or at all; cost of debt and equity capital; potential changes in the CP share price; the ability of 
management of CP, its subsidiaries and affiliates to execute key priorities; general North American and global social, 
economic, political, credit and business conditions; risks associated with agricultural production such as weather 
conditions and insect populations; the availability and price of energy commodities; the effects of competition and 
pricing pressures, including competition from other rail carriers, trucking companies and maritime shippers in Canada 
and the U.S.; North American and global economic growth; industry capacity; shifts in market demand; changes in 
commodity prices and commodity demand; uncertainty surrounding timing and volumes of commodities being shipped 
via CP; inflation; geopolitical instability; changes in laws, regulations and government policies, including regulation of 
rates; changes in taxes and tax rates; potential increases in maintenance and operating costs; changes in fuel prices; 
disruption in fuel supplies; uncertainties of investigations, proceedings or other types of claims and litigation; 
compliance with environmental regulations; labour disputes; changes in labour costs and labour difficulties; risks and 
liabilities arising from derailments; transportation of dangerous goods; timing of completion of capital and maintenance 
projects; sufficiency of CP’s budgeted capital expenditures in carrying out CP’s business plan; services and 
infrastructure; the satisfaction by third parties of their obligations to CP; currency and interest rate fluctuations; 
exchange rates; effects of changes in market conditions and discount rates on the financial position of pension plans 
and investments; trade restrictions or other changes to international trade arrangements; the effects of current and 
future multinational trade agreements on the level of trade among Canada and the U.S.; climate change and the 
market and regulatory responses to climate change; anticipated in-service dates; success of hedging activities; 
operational performance and reliability; regulatory and legislative decisions and actions; public opinion; various events 
that could disrupt operations, including severe weather, such as droughts, floods, avalanches and earthquakes, and 
cybersecurity attacks, as well as security threats and governmental response to them, and technological changes; acts 
of terrorism, war or other acts of violence or crime or risk of such activities; insurance coverage limitations; and the 
pandemic created by the outbreak of COVID-19 and resulting effects on CP’s business, operating results, cash flows 
and/or financial condition, as well as resulting effects on economic conditions, the demand environment for logistics 
requirements and energy prices, restrictions imposed by public health authorities or governments, fiscal and monetary 
policy responses by governments and financial institutions, and disruptions to global supply chains.   
 
We caution that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive and is made as of the date hereof. Additional information 
about these and other assumptions, risks and uncertainties can be found in reports and filings by CP with Canadian and 
U.S. securities regulators. Reference should be made to “Risk Factors” and “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of 
Financial Condition and Results of Operations – Forward-Looking Statements” in CP’s annual and interim reports on 
Form 10-K and 10-Q. Due to the interdependencies and correlation of these factors, as well as other factors, the impact 
of any one assumption, risk or uncertainty on FLI cannot be determined with certainty. 
 
Except to the extent required by law, we assume no obligation to publicly update or revise any FLI, whether as a result 
of new information, future events or otherwise. All FLI in this document is expressly qualified in its entirety by these 
cautionary statements. 

ABOUT CANADIAN PACIFIC

Canadian Pacific (TSX: CP) (NYSE: CP) is a transcontinental railway in Canada and the United States with direct links to 
major ports on the west and east coasts. CP provides North American customers a competitive rail service with access 
to key markets in every corner of the globe. CP is growing with its customers, offering a suite of freight transportation 
services, logistics solutions and supply chain expertise. Visit www.cpr.ca to see the rail advantages of CP. CP-IR
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